
“I’m not a smart man…”

Model Railroading 
Mistakes: Many Made!

A review of the two “major” mistakes I made 
and how I attempted to mitigate/fix them. 

Rob Bennett
Alleghany Western Division (Div. 12)
Mid-Central Region, NMRA

Model Railroading Is FUN?? 



Many Mistakes Made-Let’s Look at Two:

•Backdrop: Height above layout level

•Crossovers: Missing in “critical” locations

Backdrop is a scenic issue, relating to blending into the 
foreground. Issue caused need for some “interesting” 
blending techniques.

Crossovers are an operation issue, resulting in less 
efficient operation and train routing.



Backdrop

Mistake: Too high above layout level- ~6” gap. Done with intent to raise 
scenery to level and not “waste” expensive backdrop area 

~6”



Backdrop

Mistake: Most notable in Eugene Yard and “Sharon Wall”. Tried several tricks 
to fix- efficacy is debatable!  But, all I could think of given the situation.

“Old Layout” – Before 
major revisions



Backdrop

Attempted Fix: Background building flats, overlay backdrop images, 
combination of retaining wall with additional backdrop. 



Backdrop

Attempted Fix: Large retaining walls, rock castings, steep embankments… 



Backdrop

Attempted Fix: Steep embankment. Here the backdrop should have been down
to the layout level. Also, background trees seem a little out of scale. Looks- okay…



Backdrop

Not all areas are bad- some worked out as intended with scenery rising to 
and meeting the backdrop. End curve area, between Eugene and Sharon.



Backdrop

Not all areas are bad- some worked out as intended with scenery rising to 
and meeting the backdrop. End view, Wallace Junction & Lake City. 



Backdrop
Lessons Learned:

• Try to plan backdrop/layout interface as much as possible
• In most cases- bring backdrop down to layout level
• Can be challenging to “plan ahead”- know everything?

• Especially since backdrop will be one of first items installed



Crossovers

Lack of crossovers in key locations causes some operational “headaches”. 
Mostly- inability to get onto correct main track, long runs on “wrong” main.

Eugene West-
departing North 
and South Yard. 
Cannot cross over 
to other main.

There is a crossover, 
but it is not located 
correctly.

Should have set of 
crossovers “west” 
of Yard leads.



Crossovers

Lack of crossovers in key locations causes some operational “headaches”. 
Mostly- inability to get onto correct main track, long runs on “wrong” main.

Eugene East had 
similar situation. 
Was able to add new 
crossover to allow 
complete access to 
North and South 
Yard and both Main 
tracks.

Yard lead also added 
to allow shifting w/o 
blocking main line.



Crossovers

Lack of crossovers in key locations causes some operational “headaches”. 
Mostly- inability to get onto correct main track, long runs on “wrong” main.

Wallace Junction- no way to cross to #2 Main
from Olean Branch, or access from Main #2.



Crossovers

Lack of crossovers in key locations causes some operational “headaches”. 
Mostly- inability to get onto correct main track, long runs on “wrong” main.

Wallace Junction- no way 
to cross to #2 Main
from Olean Branch, or 
access from Main #2.

Attempted fix- added 
crossover in Lake City. Not 
ideal, but don’t have to go 
all the way to Fairview.



Crossovers
Lessons Learned:

• If operations matter…place crossovers for maximum flexibility
• Consider: access to/from yards, branches, staging, etc.
• Could fix: custom, curved crossovers. I am not skilled enough!
• Can be challenging to “plan ahead”- know everything?

• Or if you make “revisions” along the way

To 
Eugene 
West

To 
Staging

Did apply this to new Sharon trackage- staging access:
(Should have X-Over at Eugene West, but this helps)



Questions?

Rob Bennett
Alleghany Western Division (Div. 12)
Mid-Central Region, NMRA

Email: nkp746@gmail.com
Could that have been a…..GREMLIN?

Those that say they don’t make

mistakes are those that don’t

actually DO anything…


